Hot Water device in KB Campus Library

What will we do:
1. Ask the University staff to build some hot water devices in Noreen and Kenneth Murray Library.

Background to this:
1. As the Representative of School of Mathematics, I have received many complaints about Noreen and Kenneth Murray Library from the maths students, and this is the most frequent one and easiest to be changed.
2. As a student living in the Kings Buildings campus, I have received the same complaints from my flatmates as well.
3. Saw 'hot water' appeared many times on the whiteboard in staircase of the library.

Beliefs and Motivating Actions:
1. On behalf of students in the School of Mathematics, the library in our campus is influencing each of us every moment.
2. We need a better library to help us study more efficiently. The hot water devices is one of the biggest requirements among all the demands. They can make it easier to drink hot water, hot tea, hot coffee without leaving our library. Hot water can make us feel better when we feel uneasy while hot tea and coffee can keep our head clear when studying.
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